
FOUR WALLS
BENEFIT EXHIBITION AND ART SALE

October 28 - 30, 1993

Four Walls is pleased to announce its 1993 benefit, a three day exhibition and art sale to be held at
David Zwirner , 43 Greene Street, New York, NY, on October 28th - October 30th.

The exhibition will begin the evening of October 28th and will be on view on October 29th and
30th during regular gallery hours.  Benefit items will be selected by ticket holders beginning at
6pm on Saturday, October 30th.  The order of selection will be determined by a lottery to be held
prior to the selection process.  Only ticket holders will be allowed in the gallery during the
selection process.  Four Walls and David Zwirner will sell only the number of tickets that there are
items in the benefit, and everyone will go home with an item.  All tickets are $50.  Tickets will be
available to the benefit participants first, and will go on sale to the general public beginning
October 15th at David Zwirner and through Four Walls.

Four Walls is an exhibition space run by a loose confederation of artists with a core group of
Michael Ballou, Claire Pentecost, Amy Sillman and Adam Simon) who organize one-day
exhibition/forums and other related events.  We are primarily interested in providing a condition
for the exchange of ideas.  Our projects are wide-ranging, but always concerned with the idea of
developing a community or doing something collectively.  Recent projects have included "The
Replica" , a scale model of Four Walls including miniature shows presented at PS1 for the recent
"Seven Rooms/Seven Curators" exhibit, "The Radio Show" a project undertaken in conjunction
with WFMU and Artists Space in spring of 1992, and the Not-Four Walls Film and Slide Clube.
Forthcoming plans include diverse projects such as The Four Walls Marching Band Project, small
publications and various project clubs.

We exist through contributions given at the door, through small grants from individuals and
private foundations, and through work done by organizers and participants of all the shows.

Four Walls would like to thank David Zwirner for his extreme generosity in providing space and
assistance for this event.

If you would like more information on the benefit or Four Walls, please contact Michael Ballou at
(718) 388-3169 or Amy Sillman at (718) 384-0476


